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For Immediate Release
NexRev LLC Announces New Leadership Position to
Facilitate Continued Growth
Company Names Josh Riddle, Chief Operations Officer
NexRev LLC, a leading manufacturer of performance-improving energy efficiency upgrades for HVAC equipment
and provider of multi-site facility management performance and cost reductions, announced today the
appointment of an existing key officer. Josh Riddle, Vice President of Operations, is now Chief Operations Officer
(COO), managing all aspects of the company related to delivery and performance.
With the additional opportunities and new challenges associated with NexRev’s growth, Josh is perfectly suited
for this expanded leadership.
Josh has been with NexRev for almost 18 years, and has participated in all aspects of the organization. He has
shown leadership ability at the highest levels.
“Josh has always responded with a positive attitude towards challenges presented, a dedicated
effort to learn more, delivery at a high level, and shown a passion to continue to help us
collectively be more than we were yesterday.”
Kenneth Smith, NexRev CEO
Riddle has an extensive history with NexRev, beginning as Project Manager overseeing multiple nationwide
deployments. His 20+ years of experience in operations management in the construction and manufacturing
industry gives him an acute insight into all facets of the company’s business operations.
In previous roles with the company, Riddle was an instrumental figure in the development and market
deployment of the DrivePak™ rooftop unit retrofit, Freedom Energy Management System solution, and NexRev’s
Proactive Portfolio Management service.
As Director of Operations, Riddle was responsible for overall fiscal and operational performance having
established numerous company-wide initiatives for efficient production and fabrication procedures, which are
still in practice today.
This personnel change will allow for the continued positive growth of the NexRev organization, and is indicative
of additional positive things coming in the near future.
About NexRev LLC...
Established in 1994, NexRev LLC is an energy technologies company providing energy and operational cost
reduction, as well as IoT, down to facility level integration for various market sectors. Their hundreds of customer
relationships include small-to-large box retailers, quick-service restaurants, convenience stores, casual dining
restaurants, entertainment/theater companies and commercial/industrial multisite companies.
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